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D-Central unveils quiet, efficient 120V

ASIC miners with dual-purpose heating,

revolutionizing Home Bitcoin Mining for

accessibility and cost-effectiveness.

MONTREAL, QC, CANADA, May 24,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- As the

cryptocurrency landscape evolves, the

demand for efficient, quiet, and

versatile Bitcoin mining solutions has

never been higher. Both home-based

mining enthusiasts and professional

miners are increasingly seeking devices

that deliver powerful performance without the drawbacks of excessive noise and high energy

consumption. This shift towards more accessible and user-friendly mining equipment is driven

by the growing interest in home mining, where the convenience of using standard household

electrical systems is a significant advantage.

Our enhanced 120V ASIC

miners set a new standard

for home mining, combining

powerful performance with

quiet operation and dual-

purpose functionality”

Jonathan Bertrand, CEO, D-

Central Technologies

D-Central Technologies has responded to this demand by

enhancing its range of 120V ASIC miners. These cutting-

edge devices are designed to operate seamlessly on

standard household electrical outlets, making them an

ideal choice for home miners. The latest models not only

offer powerful and efficient mining capabilities but also

incorporate advanced cooling solutions to ensure silent

operation. Moreover, some of these miners are equipped

with dual-purpose functionality, allowing them to serve as

both cryptocurrency miners and space heaters. This

innovative feature maximizes the utility of the mining equipment, providing practical and cost-

effective solutions for residential environments.

Key Product Features and Advancements

http://www.einpresswire.com


Antminer S19 Slim Edition

Performance: Approximately 20TH/s at 1000W.

Features: Compact design, advanced cooling systems for quiet operation, ideal for residential

use.

Antminer S19j Pro Slim Edition

Performance: High efficiency in a slim form factor, optimized for 120V operation (specific details

forthcoming).

Features: Easy setup and operation at home.

Antminer S19k Pro Slim Edition

Performance: Approximately 26TH/s at 1000W.

Features: Robust mining capabilities, slim design, silent operation.

Antminer S21 Slim Edition

Performance: Approximately 42TH/s at 1000W.

Features: Exceptional hash rates, energy efficiency, quiet operation.

A standout feature of these enhanced 120V ASIC miners is the integration of Noctua and Arctic

fans. Known for their superior cooling performance and ultra-quiet operation, these fans

significantly reduce noise levels, making these models some of the quietest mining solutions

available. This innovation addresses one of the primary concerns for home miners: noise

pollution.

Several models in this enhanced range also feature dual-purpose functionality, serving both as

cryptocurrency miners and space heaters. This innovative feature allows users to harness the

heat generated during the mining process to warm their homes, providing a practical solution to

offset heating costs.

Antminer S9 Space Heater Edition

Features: Equipped with silent fans, optimized for efficient heating.

Antminer S19k Pro Space Heater Edition

Features: Combines high-performance mining with effective home heating.

BitChimney S19k Pro

https://d-central.tech/product/antminer-slim-edition/
https://d-central.tech/product/antminer-s19k-pro-space-heater-edition/
https://d-central.tech/product/bitchimney/


Features: Designed specifically for 120V outlets, providing efficient mining and heating functions

with quiet operation and advanced cooling.

These dual-purpose devices maximize the utility of mining equipment, offering significant energy

savings and practical benefits for residential users. By integrating mining and heating functions,

D-Central’s enhanced 120V ASIC miners provide a unique and cost-effective solution for home

mining enthusiasts.

The landscape of cryptocurrency mining is evolving, with a growing interest in home-based

mining solutions. This shift is largely driven by the accessibility and lower setup costs associated

with these solutions, making cryptocurrency mining more feasible for a broader audience.

Increasing Interest in Home-Based Mining Solutions

Home-based mining solutions have become increasingly popular due to their simplicity and

reduced financial barriers. Unlike industrial mining operations, which often require significant

investment in infrastructure and electrical upgrades, 120V ASIC miners can be easily integrated

into standard household electrical systems. This eliminates the need for costly modifications and

allows more individuals to participate in cryptocurrency mining from the comfort of their

homes.

Accessibility: The ability to plug miners directly into standard household outlets makes home

mining accessible to those who may not have the technical expertise or financial resources to

support larger-scale operations.

Lower Setup Costs: Home miners avoid the high initial costs associated with industrial mining

setups. This includes the cost of electrical upgrades, specialized cooling systems, and the

physical space needed to house larger equipment. By leveraging existing household

infrastructure, home miners can start mining with a smaller investment, making it an attractive

option for many.

Benefits of Dual-Purpose Mining and Heating Solutions

Dual-purpose mining and heating solutions offer significant environmental and cost benefits. By

utilizing the heat generated during the mining process to warm homes, these innovative devices

provide a sustainable and cost-effective approach to home heating.

Energy Efficiency: The dual-purpose functionality maximizes energy use by repurposing the heat

produced from mining. This reduces overall energy consumption, as the heat that would typically

be wasted is instead used to warm living spaces.

Cost Savings: Homeowners can significantly reduce their heating costs by using dual-purpose



mining devices. The income generated from mining can offset the cost of electricity, and the heat

produced can reduce the need for traditional heating methods, leading to substantial savings on

energy bills.

D-Central Technologies has revolutionized the home mining landscape with its enhanced range

of 120V ASIC miners. These devices not only provide powerful and efficient cryptocurrency

mining capabilities but also offer silent operation and dual-purpose functionality, making them

ideal for residential use. The integration of advanced cooling technologies ensures quiet

operation, while the dual-purpose mining and heating models maximize energy efficiency and

cost savings.

About D-Central

D-Central Technologies is a leading provider of cryptocurrency mining solutions, specializing in

innovative and efficient ASIC miners. Founded with the goal of making cryptocurrency mining

accessible to everyone, D-Central offers a wide range of products designed to meet the needs of

both home-based and industrial miners.

D-Central's commitment to quality and innovation is reflected in their cutting-edge products,

which include 120V ASIC miners with advanced cooling systems and dual-purpose functionality.

By focusing on energy efficiency, quiet operation, and ease of use, D-Central ensures that their

products provide maximum value to their customers.

In addition to their product offerings, D-Central is dedicated to customer support and education.

They provide a wealth of resources and assistance to help customers set up and optimize their

mining operations, ensuring a seamless and successful mining experience.
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